
Chapter 3

Transients onto Attractors

There are various ways of dealing with transient perturbations of what ap-
pears to be an almost regular evolution of dynamics: one can ignore them;
one can delete them and replace then by the moving average of adjacent
observations; one can treat them as outliers, perhaps generated by errors
in measurement; one can treat them as outliers from a non-normal distri-
bution due the the presence of a secondary distribution; or one can treat
them as intrinsic to the dynamics and perhaps predicted by chaos the-
ory. We will examine some alternatives. In psychometrics, it is tempting
to regard them as errors due to the influence of unwanted brief external
stimuli. One can argue (Gregson, 1992) that any psychophysical stimulus-
response series is itself a series of transient perturbations of the stable dy-
namics of a sensory system that exist when no inputs are being received.
A sensory system then filters signals and returns after each to stability, but
may modify its own filter characteristics in so doing. It can show adapta-
tion and desensitisation.

A reanalysis of long-standing assumptions in models of judgements,
as made in multidimensional scaling or similarity theory, has shown that
some metric space and stochastic assumptions are neither necessary nor
universally valid (Miyano, 2001), but, importantly, using a cross-entropy
formulation (resembling a Boltzmann or Kullbach-Leibler measure), it is
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possible to tie together imprecision of judgements and their associated
confidence levels, and to have, within the one model, behaviour rang-
ing from stochastic to deterministic. Such floating appears to be a com-
mon characteristic of psychophysiological processes at various levels from
the neurophysiological to the psychophysical and it is interesting that re-
searchers in various of these areas have resorted to local entropy measures
rather than to the more traditional frequency domain representations.

Let us first look at an approach from nonlinear dynamics. The purely
mathematical analyses of nonlinear dynamics are concerned with the
properties of attractors under stability, within their own basins, or at the
boundaries of their basins. It is in applications to the physical sciences that
questions of stability have mainly been studied as computational prob-
lems (Viana, 2000). The use of nonlinear dynamics in the behavioural sci-
ences is still slight, though advocated in some quarters (Nowak & Val-
lacher, 1998), and the serious question that investigators face is what to
do about the fact that most data are about transients or pathways onto
stability that, at any moment, might be overwritten by the effects of new
destabilizations. In previous work, I have gone so far (Gregson, 1992) as to
equate, conceptually, stimulation to transient destabilization of a continu-
ing underlying process that is itself nonlinear and may be chaotic.

Nonlinear dynamics are analysed as a special class of problems within
time series analysis, if we take a statistician’s approach. Most of the avail-
able methods and the derived indices which characterise the nature of
the nonlinearity and the attractors generating the dynamics are legitimate
only for long stationary series (Kantz & Schreiber, 1997). There are other
problems (Demazure, 2000) in that linearization is not universally applica-
ble, but may be applicable in the neighbourhood of singular points that are
attracting. There are also difficulties in linearization when working with
dimensionalities greater than 2 and we do not usually know much about
the dimensionality of psychological dynamics a priori.

In reopening the questions here, initially a restriction to considering bi-
variate trajectories in the reals will be imposed. One of the system param-
eters may be designated gain, and the other control; that is not strictly nec-
essary, but conceptually it can help. The output variable of the system will
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be single and real, at least initially. This will be relaxed once some simpler
methods have been outlined. A diversity of indices have been proposed
for characterising the dynamics which are supposed to underlie the gen-
eration of any observed trajectory of sufficient length; these have variously
plausible mathematical justifications and, in some cases, may be treated as
statistics and not as strictly deterministic indices, so that confidence inter-
vals on estimates may be derived either analytically or by Monte Carlo
methods.

Various reasons exist for being interested in very short time series
when these are taken to be samples from a dynamical trajectory. We may
suspect that there is evidence of moving onto or off an attractor, or be-
haviour in the neighbourhood of a singularity, or of one of the local recur-
rent patterns within a longer series that jumps between levels of stability.
In the most general sense, we may simply think the process is not station-
ary, but not be sure how or why this happens. In psychological processes
the very nature of the nonstationarity itself can be informative and even
characterise the system.

Setting these constraints, the dynamics of the process can be repre-
sented on the surface of a manifold which has locally (geodesically) at
least two dimensions but is in an embedding space (geometrically) of at
least three dimensions (Gregson, 1998; Roweis & Saul, 2000). The mani-
fold of a nonlinear system is not flat, if it is a surface in two dimensions,
but has curvature in varying degree in at least one direction correspond-
ing to the axes of the embedding space. In psychometric applications, this
manifold may be the response surface of a process which maps from stim-
ulus properties to observable responses. It is thus the extension of the tra-
ditional idea of a psychometric curve, but any one curve is produced by
a section plane through the manifold, and where the section is drawn is a
function of the task constraints imposed in generating a small region of the
manifold. Reverting back to the idea of the influence line diagrams U,C in
the introduction, a response time series is the result of meandering over
the surface of the manifold. The data of an experiment are thus a sparse
mapping of the surface of the manifold in this restricted case where the
manifold is a surface without volume.
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Whether or not the manifold can be plausibly reconstructed from a
data set depends not just on the degree of sparseness but on where the
sparse data lie; if they are tightly clustered, then a local region of the man-
ifold can be recovered, partly because in that local region geodesics on the
surface of the manifold and Euclidean distances in the embedding space
are virtually the same. This local relation enables the data analysis to use
linear approximations, as Roweis and Saul (2000) observe. But is is also the
reason why it is possible to create valid psychophysical functions locally
with traditional methods, but to fail with a global analysis.

Nonlinearities that are sometimes puzzling from the perspective of
Fechnerian psychophysics include cusps, the breakdown at extremes of
Weber’s law, negative masking and simple discontinuities.

Manifolds

An invariant manifold is the name given by mathematicians to a surface
contained in the phase space of a dynamical system which has the prop-
erty that orbits starting on the surface remain on the surface throughout
the course of their dynamical evolution (Wiggins, 1988, p. 26). To visualise
an example, consider a linen handkerchief which, when laid flat on the ta-
ble, is a two-dimensional rectangle. Scrumple it up a bit and put it into a
transparent plastic rectilinear box. To give the coordinates of any point on
the handkerchief within the box needs a vector of three terms: the x, y, z co-
ordinates defined with reference to the sides of the box. But distances run-
ning tightly on the surface of the handkerchief, and not jumping through
the space in which it is contained are still distances in a two-dimensional
topology.

In psychophysics, the nearest analogue to a manifold is a response sur-
face; examples using Γ theory (Gregson, 1988, 1995, 1998) might also be
seen to resemble a slightly scrumpled handkerchief. There are earlier ex-
amples, Osgood’s (1953, p. 532) transfer and retroaction surface in serial
and transfer learning theory is a manifold. But some parallels between
mathematical definitions and the properties of real psychophysical sys-
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tems can, with caution, be pushed a little further if we are prepared to
accept that what happens in sensory and perceptual systems is governed
by some nonlinear dynamical principles. In the psychophysical example,
there is always some noise present, which means that data points that
ought to lie in the response surface will lie near to it, like insects buzzing
around a honey-soaked cloth. If and only if we know the equation that
defines the response surface, then we can partition data into points on the
surface and points clustered around the surface, just as in the simplest al-
most degenerate case of a single psychometric function (or item character-
istic curve) we can linearise the plot and use regression theory to estimate
goodness-of-fit.

The mathematical theory enables us to go further and find that the dy-
namics of points near to an invariant manifold M , which are attracted to
or repelled from the manifold, are themselves in manifolds, called respec-
tively the stable and unstable manifolds of M . Only if one understands
all the dynamics of M and its associated stable and unstable manifolds
can one describe what the system will do as it evolves in time. To parallel
this in behavioural terms, one has to understand the capacity of a system
for self-correction and for its breakdown under overload to understand
it properly. Studying it only under stationarity, which is studying it on
the invariant manifold, is not enough. Our interest in transients, then, is
an interest in the local trajectories that run onto an invariant manifold or
run away from it, but, preferably, onto it, as we are more concerned with
bringing systems under control than watching them self-destruct.

Identification of local manifold regions

There are various ways in which the actual response surface of a system
might be identified in the region in which we have data, when that re-
sponse surface is treated as part of the invariant manifold of a nonlinear
dynamics.

Reconstruction of local trajectories onto the surface, where in a small
region linear mappings are admissible, has been developed by Roweis and
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Saul (2000). Alternately, one may create a model of a global region and
then differentiate the surface to find areas of maximum instability, which
are areas with the maximal information of potential interest for process
control. Let us consider what the failure of Weber’s law tells us, as dynam-
icists. Forget, for the moment, that it is a unidimensional description of
system sensitivity. It tells us that there exists a middle range within which
sensitivity is informative, and end ranges where responses change only
coarsely with stimulus changes. This is a section through a manifold which
has a gradient in one region and is almost flat at the edges. The manifold is
bounded because biological systems do not responsd to zero or to infinity,
they only operate in a narrow window of physical inputs. The manifold
can be locally differentiated; that is, at any point, its surface x can be re-
placed with another surface whose values are the maximum local gradi-
ent δx|x at that point. This analysis is outside time; it is global and about
the end points of all the trajectories that have terminated on the invariant
manifold. If the surface of the manifold is viewed from the viewpoints of
all three of the embedding dimensions then the derivative surface has at
any point x, y, z a vector δx, δy, δz|x,y,z and the steepest gradient is a vec-
torial resultant of these three gradients (Weatherburn, 1927).

A process arrives on the invariant manifold if it is governed by the
stable manifold. The stable manifold is exposed in the time series which
are generated in the attractor basin. If the attractor dynamics are chaotic
then the largest exponent in the vector of Lyapunov exponents is positive,
but as the dynamics do not explode some or all of the remaining exponents
must be negative; the process stretches on one dimension while it shrinks
on another, staying within a bounded space. For this reason, the largest
exponent, if positive, is taken heuristically as sufficient evidence of the
presence of chaotic dynamics in the system. The Lyapunov exponents are
directional, but they are not the same thing as the local gradients on the
invariant manifold; one set is global in time and the other is local in space,
so both are needed for a coherent system description.

What, then, is the link between the time series described in the intro-
duction and the time series of the stable manifold? They are not derived
from quite the same sort of experiment; for example, if both EEGs and
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perceptual responses are collected in the same experiment, the time scale
of the EEG recordings is relatively fast: one data point per 3 msecs in the
gap between successive perceptual responses made slowly at some sec-
onds apart. Preserving the finer distinctions of our terminology, the EEG
series is an event series (it has to be if the FFT approach is to be used to
get an energy spectrum in the frequency domain), whereas if the percep-
tual responses are paced by the subject’s own response latencies and are of
detection (’yes-no’) form, then the response series is a time-interval series.

One sort of model that has been explored in stochastic representations
is an accumulator, where the cumulative fast covert activity ongoing dur-
ing the EEG series reaches a threshold or an absorbing barrier and then
releases the overt slow response (Heath, 1992; Vickers, 1979). It is quite
possible for the dynamics at one level to be linear and to be nonlinear at
the other (Wright & Liley, 1996). If the system is already on the invariant
manifold, then any time series is an orbit on the manifold; it may or may
not be represented by a random walk in a tiny neighbourhood, but cannot
be random over a wider neighbourhood, because of the connectedness of
the manifold. However, the manifold may incorporate catastrophes and so
time series of orbits may have transients through singularities.

The fundamental problem with short records is that they may be gen-
erated in a diversity of ways:

• partly a stable manifold,

• partly later an invariant manifold,
(the probability of beginning a data series on an orbit on the invari-
ant manifold is asymptotic to zero if the process is perturbable and
needs real time to come to stability.)

• or stochastic high-dimensionality perturbation of a linear process.

In any of such processes, there may or may not be stationarity in the
dynamics1. The nonstationarity may be a form of jumping between the

1 In the limit, the process is already on a point attractor, which is a manifold of zero di-
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components already listed, or even jumping from one manifold to another.
If the attractor is multi-lobed, as some of the classical cases in the physical
literature are known to be, so that they jump intermittently from one lobe
to another in the phase space, then even uncertain identification cannot
result until one or more jumps between stable regions has occurred. Jumps
between stable regions on a manifold are assumed to be catastrophes in
various social psychological studies (Guastello, 1995) but jumps between
basins of attraction in a delayed attractor’s dynamics may simply be the
results of jumps in an external forcing function (Gregson, 2001).

The idea that a time series could be generated by a set of states with
conditional jumps between them was explored by Tong in the SETAR (Self-
excitatory autoregressive) models. Another approach is to use stochastic
differential equations, with jumps; under some conditions these converge
to a Markov structure, a semigroup (Horbacz, 2004). In SETAR, any one-
state evolution was modelled by an AR process of low (i.e. finite) order,
but if the states were generators of orbits on a nonlinear manifold this
would be conceptually inadequate. The difficulty is to model the transition
rules between states or between corresponding stable (that is, stationary)
regions, which is why the assumptions of the simpler catastrophes are so
plausible and tractable.

Treating as Time Series

A little recapitulation will not come amiss, using a Markov representation
and symbolic dynamics.

mensionality, and, from the psychologist’s external viewpoint, we have complete response
stereotypy.
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C =



0 1 0 0 ... ... 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 ... ... 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 ... ... 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ... ... 0 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 0 ... ... 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 ... ... 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 ... ... 0 0 0


.

C is a Markov transition probability matrix containing one cycle through
the states 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., n, 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., n, 1, ... It is the cycle that orders the
states, not their intrinsic identities. Frobenius (1912) specifically discussed
this form of non-negative square matrix. The process that C represents in
symbolic dynamics is cyclic but not necessarily periodic. In order to decide
if it is strictly periodic, and then compactly representable in the frequency
domain by a Fourier expansion, it is necessary also to know the probabil-
ity distribution of dwell times in each of the cells labelled with a ’1’. If, for
example, all of these distributions are exponential, of the same form, and
decaying with a long tail, then it can be periodic as well as cyclic. Matrix
C is not a probability transition matrix as it stands, but a state occupancy
matrix, the distinction Parry is cited as drawing in Chapter 2. But, in the
limit, it can be interpreted as a completely deterministic probability ma-
trix. It is not then ergodic. Let us relax a little the form of C and see what
happens. Let m be the rank of C. Put q = (1/m) ∗ (1 −m)pi,i) and fill the
matrix m×m with q where we had zeroes. The matrix is then ergodic, and
maximum entropy.
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Cm =



q p1,1 q q ... ... q q q
q q p2,2 q ... ... q q q
q q q p3,3 ... ... q q
q q q q ... ... q q q
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
q q q q ... ... q pm−2,m−2 q
q q q q ... ... q q pm−1,m−1

p1,m q q q ... ... q q q


We can now derive the stationary state vector, when Cm = 7 × 7,

and the eigenvalues, from Cm, which are, for q = (1 − p)/(m − 1) and
if p = .8, q = (1− .2)/6 = .033̇, as it is asymmetrical some eigenvalues are
complex conjugate pairs, that is

E: 1.00, -0.694±0.334i, 0.480± 0.602i, -0.1713 ± 0.750i
The stationary state vector (SSV) is a rectangular distribution. If the cyclic
dynamics are disrupted by a periodic transient, such as is done by putting
the fourth row of Cm as .04, .04, .04, .04, .40, .40, .04, then the SSV is quite
different, and after relatively slow convergence shows a peak for state 4.

Tremor Series

It could be argued that the comparison of different measures of dynam-
ics will vary with stronger erratic characteristics of the time series used,
and so for comparison a series with very different appearance, and irregu-
lar transient extreme deviations, unlike, for example, some normal cardiac
series, is treated analogously to see what happens. We have chosen records
of the motor control fluctuations and hence the failures that characterise
Parkinson’s disease, but without choosing here to model the physiological
dynamics within limbs and brain that are the basis of what is externally
recorded, simply to look at the time series themselves. The example cho-
sen is s14r45of.d from the PhysioNet archives; only the first 4000 steps are
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used, in blocks of 400. The dynamics are on visual inspection nonlinear
and non-stationary. Deviations can be peaks isolated in time, or come in
sustained bursts.

Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3

The raw data of Parkinsonian blocks 2, 4 and 10, illustrating transients.
Vertical scales vary.

These series are wildly fluctuating, and their irregularity is reflected in
most of the computed indices. The distribution of the dependent variable
(as in the vertical axes in the graphs) is nothing like Gaussian, and would
not he readily represented in the frequency domain, as Fourier analyses
cannot handle local aperiodic spikes. Autocorrelations would be similarly
misleading except as long-term averages. It is possible to treat this sort
of series in a Markov chain filtering, as we did in the introductory exam-
ple’s Epochs. It is possible that the leaky bistable matrices introduced by
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Mitchener and Nowak (2004) are a candidate model.

There appear to be two levels of tremors, low amplitude high fre-
quency and intermittent aperiodic high amplitude, which coexist. High-
pass and low-pass filtering could be used to partial these out. Parallels
with the dynamics of sleep-wake cycles involving modelling by two cou-
pled oscillators can lead to similar algebra (Strogatz, 1986).

——————————————
Table 3.1: Descriptive statistics of Parkinsonian Tremor series

Block LLE mean Kurt ESf D2 H ApEn
1-400 +.034 .812 133.41 -.3897 1.835 .1647 1.112

401-800 +.078 .717 19.63 -.5572 1.806 .1928 1.122
801-1200 +.083 .529 6.43 -.5027 1.806 .1937 1.120

1201-1600 +.052 .725 71.66 -.5578 1.780 .2200 1.188
1601-2000 +.009 1.033 156.22 -.5025 1.932 .0684 1.092
2001-2400 +.073 .831 5.93 -.6258 1.788 .2118 1.245
2401-2800 +.096 .640 5.82 -.6642 1.790 .2103 1.250
2801-3200 +.065 .937 23.80 -.6354 1.780 .2201 1.259
3201-3600 +.080 .756 5.17 -.6146 1.836 .1641 1.219
3601-4000 +.023 1.106 122.78 -.4891 1.750 .2498 1.111

– – – – – – – –
cftv .449 .207 1.045 .145 .298 .250 .054
regr 1 -4.94 -1874.52 -1.89 -5.08 0.78 1.44
corr 1 .825 .910 .660 .289 .461 .635

Key: Block: beats in sequence. LLE: largest Lyapunov exponent. mean: av-
erage i.b.i. Kurt: kurtosis. ESf: entropic analogue of Schwarzian derivative.
D2: fractal dimensionality. H: Hurst index. ApEn: approximate entropy
(k = 10, δ = .02). cftv: coefficient of variation (σ/|µ|). regr: slope of regres-
sion of variable on LLE. corr: product-moment correlation of LLE with
variable. For ESf, k = 10, δ = .005

——————————————
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It now appears, from other quite separate data on oscillations in
Parkinsonian tremors from a gyroscope-based recording instrument (Mo-
tus bioengineering), that the local LLE is related in its fluctuations to com-
parable fluctuations in the local ESf and these variations are compatible
with differences in theESf arising between random and edge-of-chaos ac-
tivity. The bispectral approach also identifies local epochs with anomalous
dynamics. Non-stationarity does not create an absolutely critical objection
to using all these methods, rather the non-stationarity is intrinsically inter-
esting in biological processes.

For a brief comparison, exploring some data from the Motus recorder,
(kindly provided by Dr. Felsing) in four blocks of 200 steps each, a single
entropy value from each bESf matrix is derived; the original data series
are left in their raw units, and the b(n,m) values computed. The notation
b(n,m) for B(n,m) is used to emphasise that these are short sample and
not infinite summation estimations. The b(n,m) are then rescaled to (0,1)
over the whole triangular matrix, so that each 0 < b∗(n,m) < 1, and the∑n,m b · log(b) value is used as a single index of the matrix information.
Call this Ent : bESf .

The Motus series are dominated by a sinusoidal carrier signal and are
hence quite stable over successive subsamples.

Markov and Eigenvalue representations

Each subset time series y can be converted to a 5-state symbolic series Y ,
and its associated Markov transition probability matrix then computed.
This conversion to non-metric encoding is the shift from y to Y in Chapter
2. The choice of five states is arbitrary, but sufficient for our exploration of
instabilities in the dynamics. The last column is an estimate of the Station-
ary State Vector for the matrix.

If the data in Block 2 are taken as generated by a basic symbolic process
X unperturbed by transients, then the SSV in that block can be used as
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Table M
Entropy values based on bESf and Esf

of Motus series

Sample Ent:bESf ESf
1 4.1465 -.1637
2 4.8012 -.0541
3 4.8221 -.0431
4 5.4598 -.0251

Matrices of maximum and minimum differences of deviates in the
cells of the four bESf triangular matrices

Maxima (bolface) are written over their corresponding minima.

4.2737 2.4720 .7191 -.0059 -1.5805
3.9950 2.4511 .5646 -.1096 -1.9004
2.5889 .7240 -.1613 -2.0440
2.5460 .5853 -.3210 -2.1011
1.7894 -1.314 -1.8984
1.6936 -1.4740 -1.9878
-.2319 -2.3957
-.3006 -2.4869

-1.9232
-2.1691

——————————————

estimates of pi(X|θ), i = 1, .., 5 in the Kullback-Leibler expression

I(Y,X) =
5∑
i=1

pi(Y ) · log
(pi(Y )
Xi|θ

)
[3.1]

and that may be taken as a relative mismatch distance (not a true metric
distance, because of asymmetry) between theory in Block 2 and data in
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Tables 3.2: Markov matrices for blocks.
The transition probability matrix for Subset 2 in a 5-state encoding.

.205 .436 .256 .103 .000 : .0977

.130 .426 .374 .070 .000 : .2882

.054 .210 .613 .113 .011 : .4662

.105 .158 .316 .421 .000 : .1429

.000 .500 .500 .000 .000 : .0050

Eigenvalues: 1.000, .316± .015i, .021, .012
The transition probability matrix for Subset 3 in a 5-state encoding.

.074 .148 .333 .444 .000 : .0676

.071 .143 .393 .357 .036 : .0675

.106 .041 .463 .382 .008 : .3076

.047 .062 .209 .645 .038 : .5323

.000 .100 .200 .700 .000 : .0251

Eigenvalues: 1.000, .283, -.063, .052± .024i
The transition probability matrix for Subset 8 in a 5-state encoding.

.200 .200 .533 .067 .000 : .0375

.024 .293 .561 .122 .003 : .1028

.034 .086 .776 .100 .003 : .7268

.019 .019 .635 .327 .000 : .1303

.000 .000 1.000 .000 .000 : .0025

Eigenvalues: 1.000, .219± .046i, .165, -.006
The transition probability matrix for Subset 10 in a 5-state encoding.

.000 .714 .286 .000 .000 : .0178

.011 .849 .134 .004 .004 : .7053

.029 .340 .621 .010 .000 : .2694

.000 .500 .500 .000 .000 : .0051
1.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 : .0025

Eigenvalues: 1.000, .496, -.010± .051i, -.006
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the other blocks. For block 3 compared with block 2, I(Y,X) = .7064, for
8 with 2, .2410, and for 10 with 2, .6167. Block 3 has the greatest deviance,
so the lowest relative posterior Bayes probability of being generated from
the dynamics in block 2 (Burnham and Anderson, 1998).

A possible further type of exploratory data analysis on series with sus-
pected non-stationarity arises here and, for interest, is described. The in-
trinsic asymmetry of I(Y,X) means that for a set of m ∈ M subsets or se-
quential non-overlapping data blocks there areM(M−1) comparisons, the
auto-comparisons I(m,m) are all zero by definition. This can be set out in a
asymmetric square matrix, with leading diagonal (trace) of zeroes, whose
eigenvalues will include a dominant term. Using for illustration the four
matrix SSVs in Tables 3.2, we have then from [3.1] the I(Y,X), Y,X,∈ M
matrix

Y→: Bl. 2 Bl. 3 Bl. 8 Bl. 10
X:Bl. 2 0 .7064 .2410 .6276
X:Bl. 3 .6253 0 .6292 2.2592
X:Bl. 8 .2889 .7491 0 1.5309
X:Bl.10 .9284 3.6118 1.4041 0

with eigenvalues E : 3.817,−2.965,−0.635,−0.217.

Higher-order Dynamics

The bESf matrices are computable for each subset and the triangular form
shown in Chapter 2 can be rewritten in square symmetrical form, but the
entries are not necessarily positive (Gregson, 2002). The leading diagonal
cells are taken to be the mean of the off-diagonal cells. This convention has
been checked to show that it does not materially effect the eigenvalues.
The eigenvalues for each of the ten subset matrices are given in Table 3.3.
As the matrices are symmetric by definition none of the eigenvalues are
complex.

There now appears to be a transient perturbation around block 4. Due
to local memory in the system the first-order transient in block 3 leaves
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Table 3.3: Eigenvalues of the ten reflected bESf matrices

Block E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6
1 -2.1975 -0.2343 0.2223 0.1822 -0.1509 -0.0064
2 -2.3814 0.2233 -0.2166 0.1412 -0.1041 -0.0287
3 -2.2254 0.2756 -0.2324 0.1694 -0.1307 0.0618
4 -1.9827 -0.3001 0.1713 0.1052 0.0489 -0.0077
5 -2.7091 -0.3209 0.3162 0.1739 -0.1143 -0.0499
6 -2.0382 -0.3044 0.2288 0.0521 0.0426 -0.0279
7 -2.4898 0.2460 -0.1660 -0.0904 0.0660 -0.0468
8 -2.6348 0.2136 -0.1600 -0.0534 0.0323 -0.0273
9 -2.4972 0.3059 0.2358 0.912 -0.8158 -0.0810

10 -2.4093 0.2931 -0.2849 0.1507 -0.1379 -0.0121

————————————————-

traces that show later. Such traces are sometimes called persistence. Yet
another note of caution is in order: if one employs more conventional
stochastic time series analysis on nonstationary data, it is possible to make
identification errors, positive and negative, and only some models are
properly sensitive to the detection of persistence (McCabe, Martin and
Tremayne, 2005). It is only sensible to search for persistence if there exists
some plausible reason to believe that the substrate physiology or mem-
ory processes have the capacity to support such persistence. In this sense,
the psychology provides boundary conditions within which a statistical
model has to be framed. Relevant models of working memory have been
revised by introducing nonlinear dynamical networks in the relevant the-
ory and there are thus open and unsettled questions about how persistence
might be stored (Machens, Romo and Brody, 2005).

This interesting and unstable tremor series is revisited again in Chapter
10 for a further and slightly different analysis, which complements what
is explored here.




